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Abstract 

Prepulse voltage auppression haa proven difficult 
In high power, high voltage accelerators employing 
self-breakdown water dielectric switches* A novel 
and coat effective water awitch has been developed 
at Sandla Laboratories which reduces prepulse 
voltage by reducing the capacity across the switch• 
This prepulse suppression switch cauaes energy 
formerly stored in the switch capacity and dis
sipated In the arc to be useful output energy. 
The switching technique also allows the pulse 
foralng lines to be stacked In parallel and elec
trically isolated from the load after the line has 
been discharged. 

The switch consists of A ground plane, with several 
holes, inserted between the switch electrodes. 
The output line switch electrodes extend through 
the holes and face electrodes on the pulse forming 
line (PFL). The capacity between the PFL and the 
output transmission line is reduced by about 80 per
cent. The gap spscing between the output line 
electrode and the hole in the ground plane ia 
adjusted so that breakdown occura after the main 
pulse and provides a crow bar between the load and 
the source- Performance dsta from the Proto II, 
Mite and Ripple teat facilities will be presented. 

Introduction 

A prepulte voltage, arising from the capatitlve 
coupling between the pulse foralng line (PFL) and 
the output transmission line during the PFL charge 
phase can causa erratic diode performance on high 
voltage accelerators.1 Elimination of the prepulee 
has proven difficult. Several techniques have 
been employed to reduce prcpulse; for example, two 
or more switches can be placed in aarlca separated 
by sections of transmission lines, plastic barriers 
with gas switches can ba lnaertcd in the transmis
sion line, and transmission lines with oil dielec
tric insulation and switching can be inserted in 
water insulated accelerators. These prepules 
reducing methods involve costly additions to large 
accelerators* This paper describes an inexpensive 
aad simple switching technique which reduces pre
pulse voltages* 

•This work use supported by the U.S. Dept. of 
Energy, under Contract AT(29-l)-789. 

Description of Switch 

Models of a flat plate pulee forming line, switch, 
and output transmission line ere shown In Fig. 1. 
Figure la shows a conventional switching system and 
Fig. lb shows a system with a ground plane between 
the switching electrodes. By inserting the ground 
plane, much of the stray capacitance between the 
PFL and the output line Is diverted to capacitance 
between the PFL and ground. Energy previously 
stored In the capacitance between the PFL and the 
output line was not available for the output pulae 
because the switch shorted that capacitance. With 
the ground plane inserted, this energy is now 
available for the output. 

Convensional switching system. 
Switching system with ground plane. 

The electrcde tips of the switch are field enhanced 
so that the breakdown streamer channels originate 
from the negative electrode. Electrode apaclngs 
can be determined from the following relationships 
derived from J. C. Martin's formula for the average 
•treaaer velocity (U) in water. 

(MKS units) (1) 

where t e f f Is the time that the voltage Is above 
63 percent of the Breakdown voltage V B D and d Is 
the gsp spacing. 

Since field snhanceaent on the edge of hole is 
greater than that on the rod, the diameter of the 
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hole In the ground plane can be detaralaed either ,' 
froa Eq. 1 If tb* systea li chined poiltlre or i 
froa the following relationship.if.ths syetea la 
chaffed negative: . -, , 

«--«M*BDM-.W 1/2 (2) 

where the unite are the ease aa In Eq. 1* The hole 
diameter and field enhancement ehould be euch that 
breakdown between the around plane and the output . 
line electrode originates froa the ground plane 
and occura after the PFL pulse had ended. • After, 
breakdown the PFL and Its charging source are then 
Isolated froa the load. . f; :\ '.••••. •:'• . *: 
The nuaber of switching points M can be deterainad 
froa the following relationship3! [ 

.ZffVgycdVjydt) - o.i r t o t a l + 0.8 r t n m <3) 
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where a is the fraction standard deviation of the. 
breakdown voltage (V | n) of the switch, dV,D/dt p 
ie the rate of charge on the switch at breakdown;" 
Ttotal J* t h e • w i c c h ri«tiaa «"d T t „ n a ia the transit tiae between switch points given by 1 v ^ H c 
for a switch width i la a dielectric with constant 
C and c • 3 x 10 8 a/s. Typical values for O are 
0.01 to 0.03. The switch c-fold risetla* Is 
given by the fallowing:2 

Fig. 2. Hlte pulse foraing lines and switches. 
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where L ia the inductance per switch channel. Z is 
the sua of the PFL and output line lapedances, and 
E is the swan electric field In the switch. 
Results and Discussion 

Kipple and Mite 
Initial testing of this switching technique was 
done on the Ripple test facility.4 A prepulse 
reduction of a factor of 5 was achieved with the 
installation of the switch ground plane. These 
results proaptcd the adaptation of the switches to 
the Mite facility.' Hits la a teatbed for develop' 
ing a high power accelerator ejodule for Sandia'e 
electron besa fusion program.5 Figure 2 is a 
photograph of the Kite pulse forming Unas and 
switches. There are five 12.7 aa disaster elec
trodes per PFL extending through 10.2 ca disaster 
holes In the ground plane. 

Figure 3 ia an oscillograph of the charging voltsge 
on the FfL and the voltage in the output transmis
sion line* The charging wavefora Is a (1-cos u O 
waveshape with s switch breakdown at 2.3 MV and 
t.ff of 90 na. Using these values In Eq. 1 sn 
electrode separation of 60.3 aa Is predicted which 
la very closs to the actual gap spacing of 62.6 aa. 
The acasured 10-90 percent rlsctlsw of 22 ns is 
slso in good agreement with that calculated froa 
Eq. *. 

Upper trace - PFL charge voltage. 
Lower trace - output 11ns voltage. 

Figure * Is an open shutter photograph of the 
switches during breakdown. Note that all 10 
switching points have closed and that Boat of the 
switches have closed to the ground plsne. Since 
the output pules duration was not shortened, the 
ground plane closures occurred after the pulse. 
An advantageous feature of this switching technique 
is the ability to connact ths pulss foraing lines 
in parallel as shown in Fig. 2. Power densities 
in the output transmission lines are, therefore, 
increased. During low voltage testing of the 
lines and switches, a pulse was fsd through ths 
ground plane holes of only one FFL snd ths voltsge 
on each side of the output line was monitored. 
The two voltages aeasured wsre within 85 percent 
of each other. The affect of aissdjustasnt of ths 
two sets of switches or abnormal switch jitter 
between the two sets would, therefore, be lessened 
by this ailing process. 
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Table I lists the fractional prepulee on line 2 and 
the output line with and without ground planes, 
normalized to the Una 1 charge voltage. The data 
vat obtained during low voltage (50 kV) pulsing of 
the PFL. Case 1 la with •witch12 closed so the 
line 2 and output voltages are the sane; case II 
-la with awitch 2 spaced auch that it acts as only 
a prepulae awitch; and esse III la with the switches 
adjusted for a short pulae aode of operation* 

Fig. Open shutter photograph of Mite awitch 
breakdown• 

Mot shown in Fig. 2 la a second sat of switches at 
the end of the output line. Th* twitches arc rod-
so-plane water dielectric'gaps without a ground 
plane shield and spaced at 6.35 ma. The Matured 
•repulse at the diode was 6.4 kV ox 0.26 percent of 
the 2.3 KV charge voltage on the PFL. 

Froto II 
Figure 5 shows cross sectional views of the 
Proto II 5 pulse forming lines.. Sixteen of these 
comprise the full Proto II PKL network. The 
machine aty be operated in two modes—a long pulte 
aode using line 1 as the PFL and a short pulte 
•ode uting line 2 as the PFL with line 1 at an 
intermediate storage capacitor. ID the short 
pulte aode only one twitching channel per PFL is 
used in twitch 1. The prepulse on the output line 
consists of two parts for the short pulse aode. 
The voltage wavefora of the firjt follow* the line 
1 charge voltage and leatt for 250 nt until twitch 1 
closes. During the tecond part, the voltage follows 
the line 2 charge voltage and laats for 60 na 
until twitch 2 closet. 

SWITCH I SWITCH I 

LINE I 

Fig* 5. Crots taction of the Proto II pulte 
foralng lines. 

Comparison of Prepulae Voltaget on Proto II 
Normalized to the Line 1 Charge Voltage 

w/o ground plane 

1.6 x 10~ 2 

with ground plane 

V line 2 3.7 x 10~ 3 

V output 3.7 x 10" 3 

V line 2 1.7 x 10" 2 

V output 1.4 x 10" 4 

V line 2 2.B x 10" 5 

V output 7.1 x 10~ 3 

High voltage testing In the long pulte mode using 
awitch 2 at a prepulae twitch (this corresponds 
with cate II) was done at 2 HV charge on line 1. A 
prepulae of 5 kV or 0.25 percent of the line 1 
charge wet measured. The factor of 18 higher 
prcpulae measured la attributed to a capacltlve 
dC/dt effect of the breakdown streamer aa its 
leading edge approaches the output electrode. The 
enhanced prepulse due to this effect, however, is 
short compared to the line 1 charge time and appears 
as a foot on the leading edge of the output pulse. 

Conclutiont 

This new twitching technique has proven to be an 
effective and inexpensive method of reducing pre-
pults voltaget on high voltage accelerators. The 
twitches easily allow two or more pulse forming 
lines to be connected In parallel for increased 
power density. 
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